positioning, the peaks of the gradient must identify opposite cell poles, so that the concentration minimum is appropriately at mid-cell. In rod-shaped bacteria or fission yeast this identification is relatively straightforward but could be a more challenging proposition in the more complex cell shapes seen in higher eukaryotes. Perhaps the orientation of the kinetochore microtubules can provide a cue. In any case, such a gradient, if it exists, could be used as a redundant mechanism to position the furrow, for example, in colchicine-treated cells where the primary microtubule-based mechanism may be less effective.
A final important issue raised by the modelling is more philosophical in nature, namely how should one go about constructing a mathematical model of an intrinsically complex biological system. The approach adopted by Odell and Foe is a three-dimensional agent-based model, where hundreds of thousands of differential equations are solved so that the paths of individual cytoskeletal agents, such as molecules of MKLP1, can be followed. Such a model produces a detailed picture of the cell at a microlevel, but at the cost of building a model whose complexity is perhaps not that much simpler than the cell itself. Of course, the model can be more easily manipulated and its fundamental elements controlled, but it is still undeniably a complex creation. An alternative modelling philosophy is to try to construct the simplest set of equations possible and see how far a more minimalist approach can lead, often by losing track of individual molecules and modelling at a mesoscale. Such an approach has recently been taken, for example, to examine the polarisation of the one-cell Caenorhabditis elegans embryo [12] . Clearly, both approaches have their merits, and ultimately both will probably be needed. Regardless of the detailed methodology, however, it is clear that mathematical modelling of cell-division positioning is one area where modelling has, for once, lived up to the hype. Mammalian Vision: Rods Are a Bargain
To maintain resting potentials in darkness, rod and cone photoreceptors incur a significant energy cost. But in brighter light, rods become energetically 'cheaper' than cones, which might explain the evolution of the vertebrate duplex retina.
Eric J. Warrant
After pondering the absence of eyes in animals living in the pitch dark, such as those living in deep caves, Charles Darwin [1] wrote: ''As it is difficult to imagine that the eyes, though useless, could be in any way injurious to animals living in darkness, their loss may be attributed to disuse''. For Darwin, the absence of any selection pressure to retain a sensory structure that provides no information to its owner -no fitness benefit -should ultimately lead to that structure's demise. What Darwin could not have known in 1859 was that quite aside from the lack of benefits, retention of a useless sensory structure would also incur a significant cost, the currency of which is energy [2] . It would be more than a century before we began to understand the implications of this cost in natural selection, and to understand the inevitable 'cost-benefit' analysis that must occur during the evolution of the senses [3] .
Animal photoreceptors are an excellent case in point. Even in total darkness, as would be experienced by a cave-dwelling animal, photoreceptors consume a considerable amount of energy -in the form of ATP molecules -solely to maintain their resting potentials in readiness for a light stimulus [4] [5] [6] . The major part of this cost goes on fuelling the pumps that transport Na + and K + ions across the cell membrane, thereby keeping the resting potential at steady state. In all photoreceptors studied to date, this cost only increases as light levels rise ( Figure 1B) , because of the inevitable extra costs associated with signalling [6] . But now, in a landmark study published recently in Current Biology, Okawa et al. [7] have shown that, in mammalian rod photoreceptors, this is not the case. Instead of consuming more energy as light levels rise, rods consume less, in fact almost five times less in bright light than in darkness. Moreover, because the cone photoreceptors appear to consume at least as much energy in bright light as they do in darkness, this makes rods 'cheaper' than cones in bright daylight. This remarkable finding not only sheds light on the intricacies of visual energetics, it also has profound implications for the morphology and evolution of the vertebrate duplex retina, and for the question of why vertebrate photoreceptors hyperpolarise upon light stimulation.
Unlike invertebrates, whose retinas possess a single class of photoreceptors, those of vertebrates are 'duplex', that is, they contain two classes: the rods, which subserve vision in dim light; and the cones, which subserve vision in bright light. Both rods and cones are composed of an outer segment that consists of a flattened stack of several hundred photosensitive membranes, each embedded with rhodopsin molecules, and an inner segment that contains the nucleus, the mitochondria and the synaptic terminal. In vertebrate photoreceptors, the transduction of light occurs in five steps: (1) light activates rhodopsin; (2) activated rhodopsin in turn activates the G-protein transducin, which stimulates hydrolysis of cyclic GMP; (3) this decreases the concentration of cyclic GMP in the photoreceptor cytoplasm; (4) the decrease in cyclic GMP closes cyclic nucleotide-gated ion channels; and (5) fewer open ion channels leads to a decrease in the influx of Na + ions which causes the photoreceptor to hyperpolarise [8] .
For a rod in darkness, the high concentration of cyclic GMP in the cytoplasm means that most ion channels are open. This allows Na + ions to flow down their concentration gradient into the rod outer segment to create an inward 'dark current' that keeps the dark-adapted rod (or cone) relatively depolarised at around -30 mV (compared to 260 mV in a typical insect photoreceptor). [4, 7, 9] : one molecule of ATP is consumed to pump out three Na + ions, and one molecule is consumed to pump out one Ca 2+ ion. These pumps together consume close to 100% of the energy required to run a dark-adapted rod [7] (Figure 1A) , and make the metabolic rate of a rod in darkness among the highest of any cell in the mammalian body [10] .
But what happens to energy expenditure when rods are exposed to light? Thanks to the elegant study of Okawa et al. [7] , we now know. Careful measurements of voltage responses to light steps in mouse rods, together with vigorous calculations of the energies expended by all components of transduction and signalling in mammalian rods, showed that the total energy expenditure within a rod decreases with increasing light level ( Figure 1A) . The simple reason for this (A) In mouse rods, the total cost of fuelling their activity decreases with light intensity (red dots). At lower light levels, this total cost is almost entirely due to the combined costs of running the inner segment pumps that continuously extrude Na + ions that enter the cell through cGMP-gated channels in the outer segment (blue dots), and Ca 2+ ions that enter voltage-gated channels in the synaptic terminal (yellow dots). This extrusion of Na + and Ca 2+ maintains the membrane potential at steady state. At higher light levels, when the rod is hyperpolarised, both pumps are much less active and the rod fuelling cost (green dots) derives mostly from the outer segment energetic costs needed to hydrolyse transducin GTP, phosphorylate rhodopsin and synthesise cGMP, and the inner segment energetic cost of extruding Na + ions that enter the cell through i h channels. This remains true even at saturating light intensities because of the limited concentration and turnover numbers of the transduction enzymes [7] . (B) In the photoreceptors of four species of flies -Sarcophaga carnaria (blue squares), Calliphora vicina (red squares), Drosophila virilis (green squares), and Drosophila melanogaster (black squares) -the energy cost rises continuously with light intensity because insect photoreceptors depolarise: larger responses require greater numbers of Na + channels to open. The large differences in cost between the four species reflect the large differences in the size of their photoreceptors [6] . In both parts, light intensities are calibrated at the level of the photoreceptor's responses to quanta of light (Rh* = photoexcited rhodopsin). (A) and (B) adapted with permission from [6] and [7] , respectively.
is that the high metabolic cost of the Na + and Ca 2+ pumps in darkness results from the rod being depolarised: when stimulated by light, the rod hyperpolarises and Na + and Ca 2+ channels close. With their closing, the extent of which is proportional to light level, the influx of Na + and Ca 2+ ions declines, fewer ions need to be pumped out to maintain steady state, and energy expenditure plummets. Even though rods and cones are similarly expensive in the dark -and for similar reasons [11, 12] illumination of cones never closes all of the outer segment channels, even at highest light intensities [13] . This means that in bright light the Na + pumps of cones need to work harder to maintain steady state. In addition, recent experiments indicate that the biochemistry of transduction uses more ATP in cones than in rods. This extra energetic cost makes cones more 'expensive' than rods.
This remarkable fact -that rods are cheaper than cones -has profound implications for our understanding of the evolution of vision. As is becoming increasingly clear, the energy costs associated with maintaining neural tissues are significant [5, 14, 15] and have been a major selective pressure during the evolution of nervous systems, not the least the senses [3, 6, 15] . As Darwin certainly would have appreciated, better performance is likely in larger sensory organs with greater numbers of neurons. But in natural selection this benefit must always be weighed against the cost, since more neurons consume a greater proportion of the animal's total energy budget. Thus, the cheaper cost of running rods in bright light may explain why the vertebrate duplex retina evolved, why in most mammals (even diurnal ones) the rods greatly outnumber the cones, and why in diurnal species these relatively few cones are usually restricted to a small region of the retina (the fovea). By having two sets of photoreceptors adapted to different light levels, with one set (comprising the majority of receptors) consuming little energy for half of the day, the total cost and performance of vision over a 24-hour period can be optimised.
Energy arguments may also explain why vertebrate photoreceptors hyperpolarise in response to light. Insect photoreceptors also consume a considerable amount of ATP in darkness, and for the same reason as a rod or cone: to bias the synaptic transmitter release into a sensitive region of its range. But in contrast to rods and cones, insect photoreceptors depolarise in response to light and the energetic costs increase with light intensity [6] (Figure 1B) . The benefit they gain from this investment is the ability to resolve rapid contrast changes in bright light [6] . But now, seen in the light of photoreceptor costs, it is perhaps not surprising that nocturnal arthropods, which have evolved elaborate strategies to optimise vision at night [16, 17] , also restrict retinal illumination during the day, by employing pupil mechanisms [18] , by reducing the volume of their phototransductive membranes before dawn [19] or by simply retreating to a dark hide. 
Naomi Nakayama and Cris Kuhlemeier
New leaves and flowers form in ordered patterns, a process called phyllotaxis [1, 2] . The most common type is spiral phyllotaxis, in which the lateral organs are initiated in an equiangular spiral with a higher order organization of overlapping spirals in opposite directions. Phyllotactic patterning takes place in the shoot apical meristem, a dome of tissue at the tip of the stem, which contains stem cells that supply cells for continuous organogenesis. New lateral organs always emerge at the flank of the meristem in the peripheral zone, where
